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1. Abstact of the seminar: 

With the theme of the next International Meeting of the School of Psychoanalysis of the 
Forums of the Lacanian Field, next July in Buenos Aires, which is The treatments of the 
body in our times and in psychoanalysis in the horizon we will dedicate this academic 
year to the question of the body in psychoanalysis.  

For this we will look closely at Freud’s production during the the twenties, and Lacan’s 
seminar On feminine sexuality, he limits of love and knowledge, from 1972-73. This is a 
seminar where Lacan looks at jouissance in detail, producing new ways to look and 
articulate the clinic. We will also look at commentaries from Colette Soler on that 
seminar over the years.   

2. Objectives:  

-Introduce a direct and close reading of Freud and Lacan's texts in order to introduce que 
clinical question about jouissance. 

-Provide clinical resources for the practice. 

-Set some key concepts for the operation of an analyst. 

-Question previous ideas of what is Freudian and about the ethics of psychoanalysis. 

-To convey a reading of the texts of reference sustained in the clinic. 
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